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an activity to increase the accessibility of
militarydeveloped curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
;'::Education, includes the identification and

lidquisition of curriculum materials in print
orin from the COast Guard, Air Force,

;Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

. Access to military curriculum materials is
;provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
ljnderstanding" between. the U.S.Office of -

Education and-the Department of Defense.

"The acquired'materials are reviewed by staff
cl- subjfetwiatier specialists, and courses

deOnlei I applicable to vocational and tech-
nical eduditiOniee selected foi dissemination.

--

f. = The National Center for Research in
oi..:Vdcationai Education is the U.S. Office. of
'km )Education's designated representative to

the materials and conduct the project

:;.Pioject Staff:

4. 4

re...a e se, ' ": -

What Materials
re Available?

1 .... ; :

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials ,agencies ,for dissemi-
nation. .

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student woikbooks and technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

f:. :Wesley B. Budke, Ph.0;, Director
NatiOnal genie! Clearinghouse .

Shirli*A..Chase,
PrOjeCt.OirectOr

4
,t1 ,

, .;:s - . . .

.41 .Y.-

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &
Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
Drafting
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Rood Service
Health /
Heating & Air

Conditioning
Machine Shop
Management &

Supervision
Meteorology &

NivigatiOn
Photography
Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented will expand as additional mate-
rials with application to vocational and
technical edudation are Identified and .selected
for dissemination.

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?:t:

_:;,;%!:; Ar..,

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directlyor refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you

CURRICULUM COORDINATION CENTERS

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass

Director
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
217/782-0759

MIDWEST
Robert-Batton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377.2000

NORTHEAST
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292-6562

NORTHWEST
,William Diniels
Director
Building 17
'Airckstrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/763-0878

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Director
Mississippi State University

Drawer DX
Mississippi State, MS 39782

601/325-2510

WESTERN

LFrene

ce F. H. Zane, Ph.D.

1 76 University Ave.
Honolulu, Hi 96822
808/948.7834
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The National Center for .Research in,
VocationalEdutation's mission is to increase
the abilityo.f diverse' agencies, institutions,
and organizations to Wive educational- prob-

. lems relating.te. individisal career planning,
preparation, and' progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

.
Generating knowledge. through research

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes

. Installing educational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership developmentarid
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT '
Militaryurriculum Materials

WRITEOR:C.M.I. ,r

Propim Information Office
ThiNitional Center for Research in °cation&

EdUcation
'Mc Ohio Sta niversity

,1960 Kenn oad, Columbus, Ohio 43210 0.
Telephone: -614/486-3655 or Toil Free 800/

848:4815 withhilhe continental U.S.
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FOREWORD

This curriculum outline contains all the learning objectives for the

many ratings in the. Basic Electricity and Electronics' training pipeline.

Individual students am required to achieve..only those designated

objectives applicable to their career fields or those that are pre
.

.requisites for follow-on A-.1 schools.

The module and course contact hours are derived from initial validations,

and they are subject to revision upon implementation of this course

Staff and equipment require arts for implementation of this curriculum

are based on those of a hypothetical school withpa =Xi= input of 3.00

students per week.
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To train personnel who are ordered to specific A-1 schools to

demonstrate the applied skills and knowledge of basic electricity

2. SEMIMENDED PERSONNEL PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS:

. As required by the Manual of 4uaUficat.ion.s for Advancement,

NAVPERS-18068-C, for the specific school the student is to attend.>
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NODULE 1.0. BASIC VOLTAGE AND CURRENT MFASUREAENTS IN A SIMPLE CIRCUIT.

Estimated contact hours allotted this module: learning center, 4.5 hows.

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported entirely by this nodule.

When the student completes this course, I-will be axle to:

1. . COnstruct a simple d-c circuit, using a schematic diagram, given
component parts and a schematic diagram of a cell, a lamp, a

switch, and conductors. Standard is 100 pere'ent.

2.0. Measure current in a simple d-c circuit constructed according to a
given schematic diagram, given the necessary components and a basic

ammeter. Observe equipment and personal safety precautions.
Measured values museloe within the meter's tolerance.

3.0 Measure voltages in a simple d-c circuit constructed according to
a giVen schematic diagram. Given components parts and a basic
voltmeter, make measurements in series-aiding and parallel circuits.
Observe personal safety precautions and follcsa proper equipment

protection procedures. Measured values must be within the meter's

tolerance.

Supported partially by this nodule and partially by all other nodules.

O.0. Oznply with all established safety precautions concerning personal
tioa11.4:eirtg: operate and handle all equipment properly.

SuppOrtedpeatially by this module and partiallybynaMles 2, 3, 4, S,
61.7, 9, 10, and 11.

6.0. Use schematics of circuits to trace circuits, identify circuit
configurations, identify.,ccaponents and canponent values, and

locate faults in operating circuits.
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LESSON TOPIC 1.1.1 . CONSTRUCTING A SIMPLE CIRCUIT.

Estimated contact hours aZZotted Zesson topic: Uarning center, 2.0 hour.
low

TERMMLOEUECTIVE

is Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

When the student completes this course, he will be able to:

1.0. Construct a simple d-c circuit, use a schematic diagram, given
component parts and a schematic diagram of a cell, a lamp, a
switch, and conductors. Standard is 100 percent.

......1,

...........
..........0........

L.':

.....

.....

00..

......
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ENABLING OBJECTIVES
7.....=

»..
==r-:
=====
====

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

When the student =Pietas this lesson topic, he will be able to:

Li. IDENTIFY schematic symbols is d-c per source, a lamp, a switch,
and a conductor) by matching schematic symbols with t:Iir names
Standard is 100 percent.

1.2. SELECT schematics of circuits connected so that current can_
flow, given five schematics, only two of which are correct.

Standard' is 100 percent.

Lff', ...... .... .....
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il '1:4 LiSSX WPM 1.2.1. MEASURING CURRENT IN A SIMPLE'CIRCUTT.

.
I ... :.-.

Estimated contact hoUrs alloted lesson topic: learning center, 2.0 hour.'
: .... ......... _

..... ........ : .. _

=KM, 011.7=1VE

3.

Supported entirely by this lesson:

When the student completes this course, he will be able to:

_2.0. Measure current in a sample d-c circuit constructed according to a
given schematic.diagram, given the necessary components and a basic

anteater. Cbserve equipment and personal safety precautions.
Measured values must be within the meter's tolerance.

EmstiNG .oB3Ecrxvss

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be able to:

2.1. IDENTIFY a correctly installed ammeter by selecting the ccTrect
schematic.- Standard is 100 percent.

2:2. IDENTIFY the current path in a simple d-c circuit with an ammeter

'correctly installed, kir selecting the correct illustration.

Standard is 100 percent. .
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LESSON TOPIC 1.3.1. MEASURDIG VOLTAGE IN A SIMPLE CIRCUIT.

Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 2.0 hours.

Tate= oancrivE

Supported entirely by this lesson topic:

When the stole* =pietas this course, he will be able to:

3.0. Measure voltages in. a simple d-c circLiit._constructei-Ficcording to
a given schematic diagram. -Whin i:cmportent .parts and a basic
voltmeter, make measurements in series.-aidixig and parallel Circuits.
Observe personal safety precautions and follow proper equipment
protection procedures. Measured values must be within.the mater's
tolerance.

ENABLING .083ECTIVES

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

-% the student completes this lassa-i topic, he will be able to:

3.1. :.:DENTIET the connection of. a voltitater to measure thevoltage
it:cross a component, by selecting an illustration. Standard-is
100 percent.

3v2.- SELECT a statement that identifies the correct polarities of the
terminals of the basic voltmeter. Standard is 100 percent.

3.3. 'ICENrIFY a correctly connected voltmeter by selecting a statement
that describes this connection. Standard., is 100 percent.

3.4. tETERMtNE and micr the Correct total voltage applied in a circuit,
given a schematic diagram containing series or parallel battery
arrangements. Standard is 100 percent.
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ItCOLE 2.0. NIATIONSHIPS 0? VCE3AaE, CURRENT, AND RESISTANCE.

EstimatgcOntaot hours calotted,thT:s module: learning center, 7.0 hours.

. TERMS CELIECrIVES

Supported entirely by this nodule.

When the student completes this course, he will be able to:

4.0. Identify the factors in Ohm's law and define the characteristics

and relatibnships of each by selecting a statement ?bout Ohm's

law. Standard is 100 percent.

5.0. Determine normal circuit conditions in a el-c series circuit by

theoretical analysis and the a7plication of rules and laws concerning

voltage, resistance, and current relationships in gtultielernent

d,c-serieg circuits. Standard is 100 percent.

4'. . .......

: .....
"".".".."

.................

..........
.

4 .........

6.0. Use scheiatics of circuits to trace circuits, identify circuit

configurations, identify components andcomponent values, and

locate faults in operating circuits. Standard is 100 percent. . ..

7.0. Determine the ohmic-values of given resistors by using the color

° codes, given an illustration of a resistor's/17th the color bards

identified. StAndard is 100 percent.
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LESSCN TOPIC 2.4.1. cti!ohaincs OF VOLTAGE.

O

.

Estimited contact hours allotted Zesson topic: earniv center, 0.5 hour.

TMINAL OBJECTIVE

F.177:17E

$4pported partially by this less6n topic and by lesson topics 2.4.2,
2.4.3, 2.4.4, arid 2.4.5..

4.0. Identify the factors in Okin's law and define the characteristics

and relationships of each by selecting a statement about Ohm's

law. Standard is 10,0 percent.

EMELD.IG OBJECTIVES

Supported. entirely by this lesson topic:

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be able tot

4.1. - WINE voltage by selecting the definition. Standard is 100

percent.

4.1.1.' IDENTIFY the basic unitarnsasurerrent.of voltage by selecting
the unit. Standard is 100 percent.

4.1.2. IDENTIFY the abbreviations for the terms voltage and vat by

selecting the abbreviations. Standard is 100 percent.
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LESSON TOPIC 2.4.2. CURRENT Flkirk.

Estimated contact hours allotted 'lesson topic: igarning center, 0.f.. hour.

Traiamf oBacri-vz

Supported paitially by this lesson topic and by lesson 'opics 2.4.1,
2.4.3, 2.4.4, and 2.4.5.

......

4.0. Identify the factors in Ohm's law and define the
characteristics and relationships of each by selecting ........

a statement about Ohm's law. Standard is 100 percent.

.....===
.'.7..........

ENABLING OBJECIVES
:,====

6.=
::77VVt
:41:
........60..60.

Supported entirely. by this lesson topic.
....=-

........

When th/student completes this lesson topic, he will be able to: c :.....::::,

....

.

4.2. DEFINE. current flow by selecting the definition. Standard

is 100 percent.

4.2.1.. /DENTIFY--the -abbreviation for current by selecting the..

abbreviation. Standard is 100 percent.

I

14.2.2. MENEM the basic unit of measurement of current firm by _

selecting the unit. Standard is 100 .perceni.

4.2.2.1. DIVINE free electrons by selecting) the definition.- Standard
is 100 percent.

aww..000

.......

4.2.2.2. DESCRIBE the theoretical rroverrent of electrons by selecting

a. statement. Standard is 100 p?..rcent.

4.2.2.3. IDENTIFY the outermost Particle that orbits the nucleus of
an atom by selecting the name pf the particle: Standard is

100 percent.
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4.2.2.4. IDENTIFY the basic particles that ccrup:se the nucleus of an
at= by selecting a statement about the particles. Standard
is 100 percent.

4,2.2.5. IDEICEFY a neutral atom by selecting a descriptican. Standard
is 100 percent.

4.2.2.6. EXPRESS the law of charged bodies by selecting a statement
about the law of charged bodies. Standard is 100 percent.
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LESSON ?WIC 2.4.3. CONVERSION OF ELECTRICAL UNITS.

Estimated contact hours allotted Zesson,topic: learninetcenter, 0.5 hour.

..2131:011:NAL OBJECTIVE

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by lesson topics 2.4.1,.
2.4.2, 2.4.4, and 2.4.5.

When the student ccmpletes this ,course, he will be :able to:.

4.0. Identify the factors in Ohm's law and define the
'charactexistics:and relationships of each by selecting a
statement abouibhm's law. Standard is 100 percent:

mid:cane OBJECTIVW

. Supported entirely by this lesson topic.%

Wiien the student completes this lesson topic, he will'be able to;
0

4.1:3. CONVERT volts and aaperes to milli and micro values by
selecting the correct conversions. Standard is 100 percent.

4.1.4. DEFiFE kilo, micro, mini, and mega by selecting their
ical values. Standard is 100 percent.

...
.. .................. 8.mo*.

x

..... rawe
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. : .1,
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4.2.3. numerical values to kilo and mega values by selecting ----"
rrect conversions. Standard is 100 percent. ......

4.2.3

;

numericcAl values to powers of 10 and scientific
notation Oelecting the correct conversions. ,Standard

100 percent.
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IESSCO TOPIC 2.4.4 RESISTANCE.

Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 0.5 hour.

TERM:NAL CSIECIIVE

.........

vss
...

Supported pai-tially by this lessor topic and by lesson topics 2.4.1,

24.2, 2.4.1, and 2.4.5.

. .4

*smiths student completes this course, he will be able to:

4.0. Identify the factors in Olin's law and define the characteristics
"And relationships of each by selecting a statement about Ohm's

====."====
====4

...

=72

law. Standard is 3.00 percent.

ENABLING tk:

I

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

Whex) the student cakoletes this lesson topic, he will be able to:

'4 4.3. DEFINE resistance by selecting the definition.{, Standard is

0 loo. percent.

O

4.3.1. f:CENTIFY the abbweviationfor resistance by selecting the

abbreviation. Standard is 100 percent.

4.3.2. IDEL111Tri the symbol for the unit of ileasuremeni'of resistance

by selecting the symbol. Standard. is 100 percent.

4.3-3. IDENTIFY the basiC unit of measurement of resistance by selecting

tthe unit. Standard is 3.00 percent.

3.0
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LESSOR 70121C 2 . 4 . 5 . OHM' S LAM

ESt«nated contact hours allotted 'lesson. topic: learning center, 0.5 hour.

usegvz °imam
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LESSItti.TCRIC 2.5.1 VCIMGE IN A SERIES D-C CIRCUIT. 1'

Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 2.0 hour.

01ECrIVE:

i

eowome*.60.-
.1

====
WPOTIMm.

...1190.04;,

..mewOmew.
0064W.M.b.

Supported partially by. this topic and by lesson topic 2.5.2.

it:ien the student ccepletes this course, he will be able to:

5.0. Detkunine,ncests.1 circuit conditions in a d-c series circuit bi-
theoretical analysKand the applicaticn.of rules and laws
concerning voltage; °resistance, and .current relationships in
multielesent d-c series circuits. Standard is 100 percent.

e
1.

EMI= OBJECTIVAS

Suported' entirely by this lesson topic:
`.

linen the student caipletes this lesson topic, he will be able to:
t.

5.1. ,IDENTIFY the current path and the .voltage source in a series
d-c circuit. Given a schematic diagram, select the current
path and the direction of current flaw. 'Standard is 100
percent.

3:DENLIFY a voltage drop in a series d-c. circuit. Given a
sdheastic diagram and caiponent values, select the value
that indicates a voltage drop.. Standard is 100.percent.

m.l
,o

5.3..1.1. SOLVE for the total voltage drop in a series d-c circuit,
given a schematic diagramwith oarponent values. All values
mist be within an accuracy of 10 percent.
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LESSCil TOPIC 2.5.2. APPtICATION.OP OHM'S INV

Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 2.5 hours.

TERCINAla CE3ECI'IVE

Supported -partially by this lesson topic and by lesson topic 2.5.1.

When t1 student completes this course, he will be 'Wile to:

:."'"*"=:

. .....

=====
.....

...
. ............

5.0. Determine !lore's). circuit conditions in a -d-c series circuit ....
.... ..... --1.. .... .....

by theoretical analysis-end the applica4Lion of rules ant- .... ..
:::::::.-=:

laws concerning voltages resistance, and current relationships
.:,'......4--1.,.4

in umItielermant d-c series circuits. .Standard is 100 percent. , .
-: .......,-.=.

.. ............,....=:=.

.
! :=-7,

ENABLING OB3ECrIVES''
.. ..r =, I --..i.f,

,

t 1:t.

. ,..:..

. r.::F.!

.........i.:

;" , .
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:::: ..........

.1...:=1.=
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......,

Supted entirely by this lesson topic.

When'the student carpletes this lesson topic, he will be able to

. 5.1.2. APPLY OW' law; G.tven t10 values,. solve for the unknOwn

value. Standard is, 100 percent. -

5.1.2.1.. SOLVE for ctin'ent in a series' d-c. circuit,_ given a schematic --

diagram and the values of voltage and resistance. Standard
1 is 100 percent.

,
_

=.

001
r..z..:=r.mg=
F:===r

5.1.2.2; SOLVE for the applied voltage in a series d-c circuit, given
i.

Lr. . :
a scheratic -diagram and the values of resistance and current.. .7

: ....

Standard .is 100 percent. . .....g..:...... ......

5.1.2.3. SOLVE for voltage drops in a series d-C circuits given a

schematic diagram and the values of current and resistance.

Standard is 100 percent.

5.1.2.4. IMO= the basic unit of ,power by selecting the unit.
Standard is 100 percent;
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5.1.2.5. SOLVE for
given. the

percent.

5.2.

the bptal per disiipated in a series d-c circuit,

values of current and resistance. Standar4 is 100

SOLVE for the total. resistance of a series d-c circuit, given the

values of voltage and current. Standard is 100 percent.

C
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i.gs.904 topic 2.6.1 SCI EMATIC SYMBOLS.

Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 0.E. hour.
.

TEpraNAL .0a3EalvE

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

When the student completes this course, will be able to:

6.0. Use schematics of circuits to trace circuits, ,identify circuit
configurations, ,identify c9mponents and ccmponent values, and locate

faults in operating circuits. Standard' is 100 percent.

E1ABLING OBIECTIVES

Suppotteci entirely by this lesson topic.

When the student canpletes this lesson topic, he will be able to:

i
6.1. IDENTIFY schematic symbols of a source, load, and conductor by

matching schematic symbols with their napes. Standard is 100

percent. F.--
....: 5;

.:::....,...-7:13

.,.........0 :=::::-
6.2. IDE:1;117Y the schematic symbol of a fixed resistor by matching

,..
=1-

:::=?........-,

the schemitic symbol with its nane. Standard is 100 percent. M
i:::E;.::::::-?

.. ..
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6.3. =MEV the schematic symbol of a tapped resistor by matching

the, schematic symbol with its name. Standard is 100 percent.

6.4. ITE*IFY the schematic symbol- of a potentiometer by matching the

schematic symbol with its natae. Standard is 100 percent.

6.5.. IDENTIFY the schematic symbol of a rheostat by matching the

icheMatic symbol with its ware. Standard is 100 percent.
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LESSON TOPIC 2.7.1 COT= CODEFOF RESISTORS

.
Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 0.5 hour.

TERitak OBJECTIVE

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

A

When the student oompletes this course, he will' be able to:

7.0. jetermine the ohmic values of given resistots by using the color

codes, given an illustration of a resistor with the oalor bands

identified. Standard is 100 percent. ...

ENABLINGOBJECTIVES.,

-Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

Men the student completes this lesson topic, he will be able to
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7.1.

7.2.

7.3.

IDENTIFY the ohmic values indicated by the resistor color codes by

selecting the ohmic values, given descriptive statements. Standard

is 100 percent.

IDIM4EUPYthe bands on a resistor that indicate the given value. of

resistance by selecting the correct sequence of color bands.

Standard is 100 percent.

=VIM the band on a resistor that indicates the resistive

tolerance .by selecting the correct band front a given illustration.

Standard is 100 percent.
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MODULE 3.0. USE OF THE SIMPSON 260-5P MULTI:MEIER

.
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Estimated contact hours allotted tkis module: Zearning center,.8.0 hours.
.. 7.7=

... ...... 114 OM.

. ; . . 8 Ma

TEL OBJECTIVES 011.00r

smo0

Supported entire1 y. by this nodule. . .............di.....

014110=41,7W1

.....
When the student-ocupletes this omrsse, he will be able to: ..........

Operate ;inultimeter to measure values of resistance in d-c circuits
and record the values, given a Simpson 260-5P and series d-c circuits
containing at least three resistors. Observe personal safety
precautions and follow proper equipment protection procedures.
All values will, be measured within the tolerance of the :pater.

9.0. Operate a multipeter to measure current in d-c circuits and
record the values, given a Sinpson 260-5P and series &c circuits
containing at least three resistors. Observe personal safety
precautions and follow proper equipment protection procedu.res.
All values will be Treasured within the tolerance of the :pater.

10.0. Operate a nultineter to Treasure values of vol.' lge in a d-c circuit
=I record the values, given A Simpson 260-5P and a series d-c
circuit containing et least three resistors: Observe personal
safety precautions and faLlow proper equipment protection procedures.
All values Will be Treasured within the tolerance of the water.
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LESSON TOPIC 3.8.1. iiMPSON 260 -SP, RESISTANCESaLPIGURATIQN.

Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 1.0 hour.

TEMINAL OBJECTIVE

S

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by lesson tippics 3.8.2 and
3.8.3.'

When the student ccxnpletes this 'course, he will be able to:

0.0. Operate a multimeter to measure values resistance in d-c.
circuits and resord the values, give Simpson 260-5P and -
series d-c circuits containing at least three resistors. .1

Observe personal Safety precautions and folio./ proper 04airrient
protecticW'procedures. All values will be measured within the
tolerance of the meter.

EMBLIIC OB3ETIVES

Suk:orted entirely by this lesson topic.

A

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be able to:

4

1

8.1.1 IDENTIFY the parts of a Sinpson 260-5P and their ppsitions by
matching the parts on an illustration of a Simpson 260-5P with
their names. Standard is 100 percent.

8.1.5. IDENTIFY the scale on the face of the Simpson 260-5P that is
used for measuring resistance. Given. an illustratiafoi a
Simpson 260-5P, select.the scale. Standard is 100 percent.

t

8.1.5.1. IDENTIFY the purpose of the symbol C° on the Simpson 260-5P and
.identify its location on the OHMS scale. Given an illustration .
of a Sinpson 260-5P, select the correct statement. Standard ,

is 100 percent.

8.1.2. IDENT1FY the resistance ranges on the Sinpson 260-5P by
selecting the ranges. Standard is 100 percent.

Nos 0.

.71
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8.1.2.1. DETERMINE the value of Treasured resistance by selecting
the value, given an illustration of the Simpson 260-5P range-
switch settimirand the meter indication. Standard is

100 percent..

8.1.1. IDENTIFY the position of the function switch used for measuring

resistance. Given an illustration of a Simpson 260-5P multimeter,

select the position for resistance measurerent. Standard is

100 percent.

8.1.4. IDENTIFY the location of the ZERO OHMS adjust knob. Given an

illustation of a'Simpson 260-5P, select the location of the

knob. Standard is 100 percent.

8.1.3. IDENTIFY the jaokkon the front of the Simpson 260-5P that are

used forneasuring resistance. Given an illtistration of a

Simpson 260-5P, select the correct jacks. Standard is

100 percent.

8.1.6. IDENTIFY the lead connections of an diameter used for Treasuring

retistance. Given a schematic diagram.nd an illustration of
the Simpson 260-5P, select the correct connections. Standard

is 100 percent.

3.9
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=XV TOPIC 3.8.2. USING THE SIMPSON 260-5P TO MEASURE RESISTANCE.

0

Estimated contact,hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 1.0 hou.t...

OB3Ecriz

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by lesson topics 3.8.1 and

3.8.3.

Men the student completes this course, he will be able to:

8.0. Operate a nultineter to neasure values of resistance in cl-c
circuits and record the values, given a Simpson 260-5P and

serie..%ke-c circuits containing at least three resistors. Observe

r4rsona safety precautions and follow proper eguiPment protection
procedures. All values will be measured within the tolerance

of the meter.

ENABLING madam.

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.
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Men the stutient'ampletes this lessCer topic, he will be able to:

8.2. IDENTIFY a circuit that is safe for Measuring resistance by

selecting a schematic. Standard' is 100 percent.

8.3. IDINIITY'the setup and the connection of a Simpson 260-5P for

::::tt=......

FISS
==rizE
.....

...

mfE.

......

measuring resistance by selecting an illustration. Standard is ===*:

100 percent.

8.3.1. CONVECT test leads to a meter, following given instructions. 1.0.11.1.601

Standards are within the limitations of the meter. t===r
.44.PM

8.3.2. SET the function switch, following given instructions. Standards

are within tlit limitations of the meter. ................

20
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8.t:3. POSITION the range selector, following giveh-instructions.
Standards are within the limitations of the meter.

8.3.4. ZERO the meter, following given instructions. Standards are

within the limitations of the. meter.

-8.3.5. 'MACS the test probes, following given instructions. Standards

are within the limitations of the metier.

8.3.6. READ the resistance, following giVen instructions. Standards

are within the limitations of the meter.

8.3.7. CONVERT a meter reading to its true value, fcalowing given

instructions. Standards are within the limitations of the meter.
.....

.....

8.3.8. SECURE the meter, follOWing given instructions. Standards are -

4

r

within the limitations of the meter.
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LESSON Tom 3.8.3. MEASURING PESISTANCE IN A D-C SERIES,c1ECUIT.

Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 2.0 hours.

TEfACENAL OBJECTIVE

Y

Supported pardally by this lesson topic and by -lesson topics 3.8.1 and

c 3.8.2.

When .the student ccipletes this course,, he NriLl be able tot.

446440. .....

.. ttotet.*

:;;:a
°Ot

......

8.0. Operate a roultimeter to measure values of resistance in et-c circuits

and record the values, given a Sinkoson 260-5P and series d-c circuits

Containing at least three resistors. Observe personal safety
precatuicns and follaa,proper bquiptent protection procedures.
All values will be. measured within the tolerance of the inter.
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IMii;TCSIC 3:9:1. SIMPSON 260-5P, CURFEW CONFIGURATION.

Es-: --red contct hours al".4tted lesson topic: learning center, 2,5 houri.

:.4.:AL OBJECTIVE

S...7portedpartiaLly by this lesson topic and by lesson topic 3:9.2.

tlwstudent catpletesthis course, he*will be able

9.0. Operate a multimetar to measure current in d-c circuits and record
' the values, given a Simpson 260-5P and series d-c circuits

containing at least three resistors. Observe personal safety
precautions and follow proper equipment protection srocedures.

All values will be measured within the tolerance of the meter.

kastal os=r1vEs

Sz.v;o=ted entirely\ty this lesson topic.

%ben the student completes this lesson topic, he will be able to:

9.).. , IDDITV'Y the parts of the Simpson 260-4) that are used for
measm-ing current bi matching the parts' on an illustration of
,the Simpson 260-5? with their names . Standard is .100 percent.

ti

9.1.1. It the position(s) in 'Which'the function switch must be 'to

'measure current. Given illustrations of the positions of the
function switch, select the correct illdstrationS. Standard pis

100 percent.

0.1.2. IDENITFY the current-meedmengcapabilities of the Simpson 260-5F..
Given an illustration of the scales of the Simpson 260-5P, select',
the current ranges and the values indicated. Standard is 100

percmt.

5.1.1. IDENTItY the connectiori of the multimeter test leads in a

circ= in =de to measure current. Given schematic diagrams
and illustrations of test leads, select the illustration of the
correct'conneczion. Standa=d is 100 percent.
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LESSCN TOPIC 3.9.2. USING THE SIMPSCN 260-5P TO MEASURE CURRENT.

e

.
Estimated contact hours .a/ totted lesson topic: /earning center, 1.5' hours.

'rEEK-Oali 011.1ECTIVE

I

21.7mortei partially by this lesson and k, lesson topic 3.9.1.

t he will: i" 1ea:
V 6

9.0. Operate a matimeter to treasure current in 6-c circuits and record
the values, given a Simoscn-260-5P and series d-d circuits containing
at least three resistors. Observe persona safety precautions and

follow proper equiprent protection procedures. All values will be
measured within the tolerance of the Eatery

.
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3.0.0. Operate a amItiseter to measure values of voltage, in a d-c *circuit

and ieo-tre the values, given a Simpson 260-512 and a series
d-c circuit containing at least three resistors. Observe personal

safety precautions and follow proper equiprent protection
prooadtires. Au values will be measured within the toleran-ce of

the meter

When the stmt completes'this les'son topic, he will be able to:

1.0.3.. 31EN."37r the maximum voltage-reading capability of the °Sinpson

260-5P. Given an illustration of the Sinpson 260-5P, select, -

thethe maxiimsu voltage that can be read. Standard is 100 percent.
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LESSON TOPIC 3.10.2. USG THE SD1PS0N 260-5P TO MEASURE VOLT

2 'Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: lecatning. center, 2.0 hour.
. ..

_,' . .
.:, 4r/'

i .. 4.

..

%; m. maga=
. :. ..**
.
,t..
: &Forted partially by this lesson tq)id and by lesson topic 3.10.1..

:.. 2

.
Wien the,student call:dates this coarse, he will be .able to:

Operate. 10.0. .0grate a,aultimeter to measure values of voltage in a cl-c circuit
andzsreoord the values; given a Simpson -260-SP and a series va

?c cirquiEccatainirs; at least ttKee resistors. thserve perfsonal
safety precautions and follow proper eguiprent protection
procedes. All values 'All be Treasured within the tolerance of
the meter.
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I40PULE 4.0. VARTATICUAL ANALYSES OF ,DC SERIES CIRCUITS
.1: 4

Estimated contact hawse' allotted this module: learning center, 20.0 hours.
Ir

Tatelat 0113ECTIVE

_Supported entirely_by this =sable.

%ben the student Ocapletes this course, he will be able to:

13..0. Determine the effects an d-c series circuits of opens, shorts,
and. changing loads. by' theoretica). analysis and the applicatiodof
'concepts 'moaning voltage, resistance, and current in a

multielement d-c series circuit. Standard is 100 percent.

3.2.0. Determine the Ester reading that would be recorded on an meter
for an open or a shorted condition in a piece of equipment:

Given-a-sohenatie-diagram-cf-a-circuit-containing_anAm_or a
short and shoeing maltimeter connections, select the neter
reading that would result frau the conditions shown. Standard

is 100 percent.

13.0. Locate opens and shorts in. a d-c series circuit by measuring

normal circuit voltage, resistance, and current and cc paring

these measurements with abnormal circuit values. Given a
Simpson 260-5P, measure normal circuit conditions and record the
values. Then .take meastrcerrents in the same circuit with faults

installed. Al].- measurements are within the tolerance of the
meter.
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IZSECti TOPIC

/.

EFFECIS OF OPENS, SHOWS, CEZNGING VOLTAGES,
-MD LOADS.
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. Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 2.5 hours.

-L-CB3EUVE- -

4. Supported .entirely by this lesson topic.

When the studentiiarpletes this course, he tgill be able to:

V .

11.0. Determine the effects an ad-o series circuit'of opens, Shorts,

'end changing loads by theoretical analy -is and the application

of concepts-colcerning voltage, resistance, and current in .

multielement d-c series circuit. Standard is 100 percent.

ENABLZIG. OELIECTIVES

,
Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

i When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be abl to:
i . .

,
11.1. IDENTIFY the probable cause of a change in current in a

circuit. Given values of voltage, carrent.,; and 'resistance

in a series circuit containing at last thrive resistors,

select the correct condition. Standard is 103 percent.

IDENFIFY the effect on current in a circuit when the voltage
is increased and the resistance remains the same. Given

values of voltage, current, and resistance in a series
circuit containing at least three resistors, select the

carrect condition. Standard is 100 percent.

3.141.1.1. IDERrIFY the effect on current in a circuit when the voltage

is decreased and the resistance remains the sane. Given

.
values of voltage, current, and resistance in a series
circuit containing at least three resistors, select the

correct condition. Standard is 100 percent.
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=WM= the effect on current in'a circuit when the
resistance is increased 'arid voltage iemains the saire. Given
values of voltage, current, and resistanbe in a series circuit
containing at least three resistors, select the correct
condition. Standard is 100 percent.

11.1.2.1. =ERMINE the effect on current in a circuit when ,the
resistance. is decreased and voltage rains the same.' Given
value% of voltage, current, and resistance in a series circuit
containing at least three resistors, select the correct
condition. Standard is 100 percent.

DEMPUIEwhich resistor /s ih.a circuit will.overheat if all
resistors have the same wattage rating. Given values of
voltage, current, and resistance in a series circuit
containing at least three resistors, select the correct
conditions. Standard is 100 percent.

11.2. DETEMMXNE conditions in a circuit when a short is inserted.
Given values of voltage, current, and resistance in a series
circuit containing at least tnree resistors, select the
correct condition. Standard is 100 'percent.

11.3. DET conditions in a circuit when an open is inserted.
Given values of voltage, current, and resistance in a series
circuit containing at 'least three resistors, select the
=treat conditions. Standard is 100 percent.
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'TOPIC 4..12'.1. MEASURING VALUES off' A SERIES D7C CIRCUIT.

a_

z.;,/ ..... ..... Ws vvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

..... ... ..... ... ......... ...........

TERMINAL 013-1ECTIVE

Stworted entirely by this lesson topic.

Men the student completes this course, he will be able to:

12.0. the Simpson 260-5P to measure the values of voltage, current,and resistance in a series circuit containing
indicated shorts andopeni. Given a Simpson ,260-5p and a test circuit of at least 'threecomponents, locate opens and shorts. All measurements arevithiri the tolerance of the meter..

1.1. Identify oh meter indications of open- and short-circuit
conditions, by selecting statements.

12.2. 2:dentify voltneter indications of open- and short-circuit conditions,
by selecting statements.

12.3. Identify ammeter indications of open- and av:et-circuit oan ditions,by selecting statements.
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LEssz TOPIC 4.13.1. WOUSLEMOTMIG A SERIES D-C!CIPCUIT.

Eati=azed contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 6.0 hours.

TETK1KAL OBJECTIVE

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

When the student completes this course, he will be able to:

13.0: Locate opens and shorts in a d-c series circuit by measuring

41cnnel.circuit voltage,
resistance,and*cUrvapt and comparing

these measurements with abnormal circuit values. Given a

Simpa6dm260-5P, immure normal circuit conditions and record the

values. Than take Treasuremts in the same circuit with faults

installed. All measurements are ,v4thin the tolerance of the

meter.
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14COULE 5.0. PARALLEL C.IRCUITS. ii

.......

Ta

o

Estimated oontaop hours allotted this module: learning center; 9.7:1 hours.

TEMINIL °MIME

Supported entirely by this module.

When the student =plates this course, he will be able to:

14.0. Determine normal circuit conditiohs in a d-c.parallel circuit by

theoretical analyes and the application of rules and laws

concerning'voltige, resistance, and 'current relationships in

multielemetitd-c 'parallel circuits,ty,selecting state ants

concerning these laws. Standard is 100 percent.

15.0. Determinwthe effects on d-c parallel circuits of opens, aborts,

art changing loads by theoretical analysis and the application

of concepts concerning voltage, resistance, and current in a

nultielenent 4-c.pwcallel circuit. Standard is 100 percent.

16.0. Use the Simpson 260-5P to measure values of voltage, current, .and

resisarice in a parallel circuit containing indicatee,shorts and

opens. Given a Sinpson 260-5? and a test circuit with at least

threvccaponents, locate shorts and opens. Standards are within

the Limitations of ,the meter.

17.0. Locate opens and shorts in d-c parallel circuits by measuring

normal circuit voltage, resistance, and current apd comparing

--1-^ these niqurenents with abnormal circuit values. Given a

Simpson 260-5P, measure normal circuit conditions and record the

values. Then take in the same circuit with faults

installed. Standards are within the limitations of the meter.
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usicil TOPIC 5.14.1. VC L' CURRENT IN PARALLEL CIRCUITS.

Est.4mated contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 2.0 hour.

TEMENaL OBJECTIVE

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by lesson topic 5.14.2.

When the student canpl4tes this course, he will be able to:

14.0. Determine normal circuit conditions in a d-c parallel circuit by

theoretical analysis and the application of-rules and laws
concerning voltage, resistance, and current relationships, in

k multielerentd-c parallel circuits by selectimpstatements
concerning these laws. Standardfis 100 percent.

EtABLING 011.1ECTIVES 4,

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.
(.4

when the student carpletes this lesson topic, he will be able to:

14.1. SOLVE for total current in a d-c parallel circuit. Given a

schematic diagram and values of branch currents, select the total

current. Standard is 100 percent.

14.2. IDENTIFY the relaticrnships between the source voltage and the

voltage dkop across each branch of a parallel circuit. Given a

schematic diagram and component values, select the branch voltage.

Standard is 100 percent.

14.4. SOLVE-for total current in a d-c parallel circuit. .Given a
schematic diagram and the values of voltage and resistance,

select the total current. Standard is 100 percent.

14.5. SOLVE for the value'of the power dissipated in a d-c parallel

circuit. Given values of current, voltage, and resistance,

. determine total power, using taco values. Standard is 100 perqent. .
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LESSON TOPIC 5.14.2. EQUIVALENT RESISTANCE

Estimated contact hours allotted Zesson topic: learning center, 2.0 hour.

omicrxvz

liplx:rted gartially by this lesson topic and by lesson topic 5.14.1.

Wien the student ccapletes this course, he _will. be able to:

14.0.
.

Determine .normal conditions in a d-c parallel circuit:.
by thecietical analysis and the application of rules and -laws
concerning voltage, resistance, and current relaticostiips in
multielerent d-c parallel circuits by selecting statenents
ccncerning these laws. Standard is 100 peroent. .-

ENABLINGOEOECTI*S

Supported entirely-by this lesson topic.
1,

Wan the student =pietas this lesson topic, he will be able to:

14.3. CCMPARE equivalent resistance with branch resistance by
selecting a ,statameni. Standard is 100 percent.

14.3.1. SOLVE for Req, using the product- over - the -sus method, given a

schematic and conponent values. Stan iard is 100 percent.

14.3...SOLVE for R
eq

when all the branch resistances are equal, given a

scheraatic and o=ponent values. Standard is 100 percent.

24.3.3. SOLVE for R using the,reciprocal method, given schematic
eel`

and owl:orient values. Standard is 100 percent.
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Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 2.0 %cure.

15.0. Determine the effects on d-c parallel circuits of opens, shorts,

and changing loads by theoretical analysis and the application

of concepts concerning voltage, resistance, and current. in a

imiltialewent d-c parallel circuit. Standard is na percent.

,
Menthe student ccmpletes this lr.sson topic, he will be able to:

15.1. Dccmditinns in a circuit when the applied voltage isETERCM
varied. Given values of voltage, current, and resistarcP in a

parallel circuit containing two branches, select a table

indicating the ccrrect conditions. Standard is 100 percent.

15.1.1. IDENTIFY the effect on current inia circuit when the voltage.

is increased and the resistance remains the same. Given .valued

of voltage, current,
and resistance in a parallel circuit

containing at least t branches, select a statement concerning

the total cu rent. Standard is 100 percent_

15.1.2. 'IDENTIFY the effect on c.c.rrant in a circuit when the volvoltace
values

is decreased and the resis-ance remains the same. Gi

of voltage, current, and !distance in a parallel circuit

containing at least two i-,lches, select a statement

concerning the total
Standard is 100 percent.
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3.5.2. DErERMIZIE the ixediti xls an a circuit idea resistance is varied. ""
.0.9

Given values of voltage, ozient, and resistance in a parallel r....4 .....

, circuit containing at least tuts branches, select a table . t... =.
indicating the correct conditions. Standard is 100 percent. 1- -... OM

a..1.:

:
-g:::F:=::

a :: **V=

15.2.1. DE1112.1411E the effect on current in a circuit when the resistance

is increased and voltage remains the same. Given values of

voltage, current, and resistance in a parallel circuit containing
at least t branches, s a ste--.--liM-Volm3.teranconceriung .....
current: Standard is 100 percent.

15.2.2. DETERtaN4 the effect on current in a circuit when the resistance

is decreased_ and voltage remains the sage. Given values of

vo)tage, current, and resistance in.a.parallel circuit containing

--ataaast-tv.v..branchee,_select_a statement concerning the total

current. Standard is 100 percent.

3.54. WELT IFY the oteditions in a parallel circuit when the resistance

of one branch is changed. Given a schematic shooing. resistor
-----ardareteeenetatens---i-aparallel-ciantainingat.

least tut& branches, select the conditions that exist when the
. change occurs. Standard is 100 percent.

r:::r
15.4. DE1ERMXNE which resistor(s) in a circuit will ovethest first if

1 resistors have the sane wattage rating. Given values of .

voltage, aura*, and iesistarce in a parallel cirmit containing

at least tuts branches, select the resistor(s). Standard is
100 percent.

15.5. DEERE conditacqs in circuits when openspand_shDrts_ are
\ inserted. Given values of vol. ge, curreatio branchesemd red,issetealit'smales

\,parallel circuits containing
'indicating tl e correct conditions. Standard is 100 percent.
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LESSON 'ICIPIC 5.16.1. MEASURING VALUES IN A D-C PARALLEL CIRCUIT.
1

etimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 2.5 hours.

TE4lIbitiL =WIVE

a.

i

$.

Siported entirely by this'lesson topic.

When the student ccxrpfetes this course, he 411 be able to:

16.0. Use the Simpson 260-5P to measure values of voltage; current, .

and resistance in a parallel circuit containing indicated shorts

and open's. Given a Simpson 260-5P and a test circuit withlit
least three coup:omits, locate shorts and opens. Standards are

within the Limitations of the meter.
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LISSCWltne5.1.7 . TR:IMMIX/1'314G A D-C PARALLEL =MT.

.

Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 2.5 hours.

:;71

0111ECrIVE

1
Supported entirely by. th:s lesson topic.

When the student com pletes. this course, ke will be able to:

C

17.0. locate open? and shorts in dc parallel circuits by measuring
norm.'" circuit voltage, resistance, and current and comparing

these meawsuretents with abnormal ciralit values. Given a Simpson
260-5P, ms.eure normal circuit conditions and record the values.
Then tak' arsurertents in the same circuit with faults ,installed.
Standards are within the limitations of the rater.
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MX= 6.0. 074BItaTION D-C mans.

Estimated contact hours aZZotted th.:4 module: learning center, 8.0 hours.

:An.=

:=.

: =.,

::17=.4

TaMIEMIL ORECT1VES

Supported entirely by this nodule.

1 .4"rr.":":

titan the student =plates this course, he will* be able to:

111.0. Determine moral circuit conditions in a d-c caabination circuit
by theoretical(analysis and the,application of rules and laws
.conceraing voltage; resistance, arid'current relationships in a
multielerrent d-c combination circuit. Standard is 100 percent.

a/ae
:"::?rooral;
rE.147.4::....

p.m*
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.:=.7.1::..:=::na::.:01,
OP...*

rrto=.'::970:- i.eterritine-the- ef-fects-fie-eanbination-d-c-circuits-of-cpensr
shorts, and changing loads, -by. theoretical analysis and the
application of concepts concerning ioltage, resistance, and
current in a nultielernent ccsbination d-c cir6uit. Standard is
loo percent.

20.0. Measure circuit values of Voltage,: current, and resistance in a
a:mbination circuit containing indicated shorts and opens, given
a Simpson 260-5P and a test circuit of at least three components.
Standards are within the limitations of the meter.

::-- '''
s

21.0.. Locate opens and shorts in combination d-c circuits by neasuring
normal circuit voltage, resistance, and current and ccsaparing
these measurements with abnornal circuit values. Given a
Sinpsak 266-5P, measure normal circuit conditions and record the
values. Then take neasurerrefsts in the saris circuit with faults
instilled. Standards are within limitations of the meter. $
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LESSCN TC-4IC 6.18.1. VOLTAGE, =RE', AND REST IN D-C
0:61SpATICN MOMS.

.Estimated contact hours aiiotted Jolson topic:- learning center 2.0 hours.

9SYSZTIVE

(entirely by this lesson topic.

'*en the student &plebes this course, he will be able tai

Define normal circuit ccnditions in a d-c osobination circuit
by.theo:cetiCal analyis and'.ihe *application of rules ,and.kmar
corscetrAfig: voltage, resistarioer and current .relationships in a. multielarent d=c darbination circuit. Standard is 100 percent.

litABLING OV
rst

9 Supported entirely by this lesson topio.

. *en the student ccrapletes this lesson topic, he wiLrbe able. tot

18.1. =KM the current path in' a: carbination circuit
selecting the =rent pith on a scliematic. Standard is
100 prccent. ;

A 0.

.18.2. SOLVE for the branch currents, in a d-c cadoinatibn series-paraLlel
=

circuit, given schematics and values. Standard it 100 percent.

18.3. SOLVE for total current in a d-c combination series-parallel
circuit, given schematics mid values. Standard is lop percent.

18.4. SOLVE for total' power in a d-c caibination series-parallel
circuit, given schematics and values. Standard is 100 percent.

18.5. SC NE for the total resistance of a d-c-anbination series - parallel
circuit, given schamatics and values. Standard is 100 percent.
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`LESSCE4 TOPIC 6.19.1. -VARIMpisPITS AMUSES OF COSINIVION CIRCUITS

Estimated contact hours aiiotted iesson topic: iecaming center, 1.5` hours.

J. -.9:

!DL oancrin
4

, ..

%

StLoported entirely by this lesson topic.

When .the student completes this course, he will be able to:

Determine the effects on canbinatiab d-c circuits of opens,

shorts, and changing loads, by theoretical analysis and the
application of concepts concerning voltage, resistance, and

current in a multielenent canbination d-c circuit. Steindard. is

100 percent

ENABIING OBJECTIVES

When the student carpletes this lesson topic, hg will be able to:

19.1. IDENrirt the probable cause of a change in current in a circuit.

Given values of voltage, current, and resistance in a combination

circuit ccntaining at least three resistors in two branches,

calplete a statement indicating the correct conditions. Standard

is 100 percent.

19.1.1: DEISM/NE conditions in a circuit when the applied voltage is

varied. Given values of altage, current, and re-istance in a

ocznbisation circuit cont.ining at least threle resistors in two

ranches, Complete a table indicating correct conditions.

Standard is 100 percent.

19.1.2.. MEM:FY the effect on current in a circuit when the voltage is

increased and the resistance remains the sane. Givin values of

voltage, current, and resistance in a ccmbination circuit

containing at least three resistors in the branches, select a

tab.:e indicating the correct conditions. Standard is

100 percent.
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19.1.3. 3DENT'IFY the effect on currencin a circuit when the voltage is
decreased and the resistance remains the sane. Given values of
voltage, current; and resistance in a ombination circuit
6:staining at leakt three resistors in boo branches, select a
table indicating the correct conditions. Standard is 100°
:percent.

g-
.....

19.1.4. DEZEIV4TNE the conditions in a circuit when circuit resistance
varied. *Given values of voltage, current, and resistance in

*a. combination' circuit containing at least three resistors in .

tviO'brincfies, ,select a table irslicating the correct conditions.
standard is 100 peboent.

:11.0.0100

.....

s
-.

19.15. DEfERIENE 'the affect on current. in A circuit when the reeistarice
.. .

is inc eased and voltage remains the same. Given values of .

voltage, current, and resistance in a carbination circuit
azItainin4 at least three resistors in boo branches, select a
table indicating the correct conditions. Standard is. 100 percent.

*:=.:

19.:,..6. DEPERMNE the effect on current in a circuit when the resistance
is decreased and voltage remains the.same. Given values of
voltage, current, and resistance in a ombination circuit
containing at least three resistors in, bWO branches, select a
table. indicating the correct conditions. Standard is 100 percent.

19.1.7. DBE which resistor in a circuit will overheat if all
resistors have the sore wattage rating; Given values of -

voltage, current, and resistance in a caabination circuit
containing at least three resistors in bap branches, select the
resistor. Standard is 100 percent.

DErERMINE conditions in a circuit when a short is inserted.
Given vanes of voltage, current, and resistance in a
combination circuit containing 'at least three resistors in boo
branches, select.a statement describing the correct conditions.
Standard is 100 percent.

DETERMINE conditions in a circuit
Given values of voltage, current,
circuit containing at least three

select a statement describing the
is 100 percent. -

when an open is inserted.
and resistance in a combination
resistors in two branches,
correct conditions. Standard

57
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NIA=7.2 an incorrect circuit value to determine a possible
cause. Given a complex circuit containing at least three
resistors in two branches, select the ccatonent(s) that could

. .cause the problem. Standard is 100 percent.
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LESSON lOPIC 6.20.1. TR3UBLESIECTING AND MEASURING VALUES IN15:zer
COMBINATION CIRCMTS.... .,,

Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 2.0 hours.
.

033ECTIVES

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

Yawn the student completes this °purse, he will be able tot

20.0. Measure circuit values .of voltage, t, and resistance in a
ccabithaticn ciraiit containing ^ted stiorts and opens, given a
Sispson 260-5P and a test circuit of at least three cap:Dents.
Stsmclards are within the limitations of the meter.

21.0. icattecpens mid shorts in oasbination d-c circuits by measuring
nornial circuit voltage, resistance, and current and comparing
these monuments with atnonnal circuit values. Given a Simpson%
260-5P, measure =mai circuit conditions and record the values.
Then take measurements in the same circuit with fault': installed.
Standards are within limitations of the Fetes.
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147DUIE 7.0. SPECIAL D-C CIICUITS

Estimated contact hours allotted this module: learning center, 4.0 hours'.

TC104311AL ORIECITUES

Supported entirely by this module.

Men the student completes this course, he will be able to:

22.0. au voltage values and polarities in a" series voltage,-

reference network having a single source. Given a schematic'

' diagram of one power source, four resistors in series, and a

ground between any two resistors calculate the values and :

. identify the polarities. Standard is 100 percent. r

.
_

23.0. Determine circuit conditions in a voltage -divider network; with

multiple loads. -Gi4en schenatic diagrams with source voltage and

resistance Values solve fort total current, load currents, load

voltages, ..and polarities. Standard is 16k percent.
/ <
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LESSCN TOPIC 7.22.1. VOLTAGE REFERENZES..

.

Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: .learning..oenter, 1.5 hours.

TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

r,

Supported entirely.by this lesson topic.

Valen the student octgoletes this courae, he will be able to:

22.0. Determine voltage values and polarities in a series. voltage-
.referenoenetwork haying a single source. Given a schematic
diagram of one mar source, four resistors in series, and a
groin d betteeen any two resistors, calculate the valUes and
identify the polarities. Stars;lard- is 100 percent.

imezam oiumgvim

Supported entirely by this lesson .topic.

Men t.le student conpletes this lesson topic, he,will be able to:,.

.22.1. DIE reference point as related to a vol.tage:;reference network,

by selecting statements about the terms contnon, ground, 'and

'arbitraxiy point. Standard is 100 percent.

22.5. 3:CeiNrIFY the polarities of various points in a voltage-reference

network with respect to .a reference, other than ground. Given
schematics with values and source polarities, solve for

polarities in tennis of specified references. Standard is

100 percent.
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22.3. IDENrIET the polarities of warious points in a voltage-reference ,,

network with respect to scound referenoe Given schematics with
.::: .... .,..._ .....

values and source polarities, solve for polarities in terms of ..........

specified references. Standard is 100 percent. :::::::::::::..
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'22.4.' SOLVE for the values of voltage at various, paints in a voltage-
reference 'network with respect to .a reference other than ground.

Given schematics with values and 'source polarities, solve for
voltage values in terms of specified references. Standard is 100
percent.

22,2, SOLVE for the values of voltage at various paints in a voltage-
refeterice network with respect to ground reference. Given

scheMatics with values and source polarities, solve for voltage

values in tams of specified references. Standard is 100 percent.

3
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LISSCN TOPIC 7.23.1. VOLTAGE DIVIDERS.

Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning cf nter, 2.5 hours.

TERMINAL DETECT=

Supporfed entirely by this lesson topic.

4
Wien the student completes this course, he will be able to:

23.0. iDatermine circuit conditions in a voltage-divider network with
multiple loads. Givenfichematiediagrams with source voltage and
'resistance values, solve for total current, load 'currents, load

Ti voltages, and polarities. Standard is '100 'percent.

ENABIZNG OBJEC.FIVES

Supported entirely by this ledsoh topic.

When the student ocropletas this lesson topic, he will be able to:
. .

.23.1. SOLVE for the values of current in a voltage-divider ,netwOrk with
multiple loads. Given a schematic diagram with source voltage
and resistNnce values, calculate the current flag through all

components. Standard is 100 percent.
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23.2. SOLVE for the values of voltage drops in a voltage - divider, network

with multiple loads. Given a% samatic diagram with source

voltage and resistance values, calculate voltage. values.across

all components. _Standard iso 100 percent.

23.3. DETERMINE the effects on voltage drops in a voltage-divider

network with multiple loads when ane of the loads opens. Gi

schematic diagram with source voltage and resistance values,
calculate the change in voltage drops. Standard is 100

Irr...1.1,
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mcccz 8.0. Du/ON TO A-C segr =men.

........................

Eed contact hours a:lotted t.hi module: learninr.. center, 1:.f) hours.

aS3ECT1VE

Srz entirely by this module.

b-en the student ccatoletes this course, he will be able to:

24.0. Use the RICO 377 signal gener4bOr to generate sine wave at various
frequencies and amplitudes/ .while monitoring the waves. with the
W3-33A or INV-33B oscilloscope and measuring the values with the
W-77 uum-03be voltmeter (MO. Standard is within the
tolerance of the meter.

25.0. empire the a-c peak-to-peak voltage of a sine wave measured ith
the IN)-33A or 14)-33B oscilloscope with the a-c effective voltage
of a sine wave Treasured with the W-77E vacuum-tube voltmitter and
record the values. Accuracy must be within 10 percent of the
indicated values;
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Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 2.0 11041.'8.

TERMINAL oanravz

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by lesson topic 8.25.2.

Dien the student oarpletes this course, he. will be able to:

. . .-

25.0. Compare tile-a..c-peak-tq-peak voltage of a sine wave.Measured

with the w3-33h or W0-33B oscilloscope with the a-c effective
voltage of a sine wave measured "ith the WV-77E vacuum-tube
volt:rater and record the values. Accuraci must be within

10 percent of the indicated values.

ENABLDIG 0117ECTIVES

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

Men the student completes this lesson topic, he will be able to:

25.2. ANALYZE the illustration of a sine wave to detea:mine
characteristics and frequency by matching parts of the sine

wave with identifying terms. Standard is 100 percent.

25.2.1. id:mut the factors required to develop a-c voltage by'

electroraagiatic induction, given an illustration of a simple

generator, by selecting statements that correctly identify the

factors in the illustration. Standard is 100 percent.

25.2.2. IDENTIFY the instantaneous points on a sine wave, which

corresponds to the degree and direction of rotation of a single

loop rotating through a magnetic field, by matching points of

rotation with points on the sine wave. Standard is 100 percent.,

50



. . :

25.2.2.1. IDENTInt the position of a conductor in a mapetic field
when the induced voltage is nekton, by selecting an
illustration. Standard is 100 percent.

25.2.2.2. IDERMEY the factori that determine the frequency of an

alternator, by selecting statements. Standard is 10 percent.

25.2.2.3. DETERIINE the output frec:Janey of an alternator, given a
description of its and its speed of rotation,
by selecting values. Standaxd is 100 percent.

25.2.2.4 SOLVE for the a.... .ant of time for one cycle of the output of
an alternator, given the value of frequency.: Standard is
100 percent.

25.1. IDENITFY the values of a peak-to-peak voltage waveform by

selecting the values on an illustration. Standard is
100 percent.' .

25. L 1 . IDENTIFY the effective voltage of an a-c sine wave by selecting
a lettered arrcw indicating its value on the sine wave.
Standard is 100 percent.

25.1.2. =Km effective voltage values, given values of,peak-to-teak
voltage. Standard is 100 percent.

25.1.3. COMPUTE peak-to-peak voltage values, given values of
effective voltage. Standard is 100 percent.
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LESSON TOPIC 1.24.1. TIE RCA WO-33k OSCILLOSCOPE AND THE RCA Wo33B

osciLu:Goors.

Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 2.5 hours.

TERMINAL OalECTIVE

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by lesson topics 8.24.2,

8.24.3, and 8.24.4.

When the student completes this course, he will be able to:

24.0. Use, the EICO 377 signal generator to generate sine waves at

various frequencies and amplitudes, while monitoring the waves

with the W)-33A or WO-33B oscilloscope and measuring the values

with the W-77E vacuzn -tube voltmeter (VIVM) Standard is

within the tolerance of the meter.

ENARTMG 0B3BSTIVES

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

When the student =pietas this lesson topic, he will be abl -.to:

24.3.1. IDENTIFY the three primary uses of an oscilloscope by selecting

correct statements. Standard is 100 percent.

24.3.2. IDENTIFY the hazards peculiar to oscilloscopes, for which

adequate safety precautions must be observed, by selecting

correct statements about the cathode-ray tube's vacuum and
coating. Standard is 100 percent.

24.3.4. IDENTIFY the functions of the controls and jacks on the WO-33A

or WO-33B oscilloscope by matching the names with their

functions. Standard is 1.00 percent.
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24.3.5. IDENTITY the Scales on the oscilloscope screen by selecting

descriptions of the. scales. Standard is '100 percent.

24.3.6. CALIBRATE the U0-33A or WO-33B oscilloscope, following. given

instructions. Standard is 100 perceat.
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Estimated cOntact.hours aViotted lesson topic: teaming center, 2.5 ;lows.

. . ....... ee
egyeedgeeener

When the student carpletes thin ccaurse, he will be able to:

Use the EICO 377 signal generator to generate tine !laves at
various frequencies and anplitudes, While nonitorillvg the waves
with the S33A or '60-33B oscilloscopes and Ineasuring the values
with the WV-.;77E vatuumktgbe voltmeter NSW) StabdW is within
the tolerance of to aster: . .

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be able,to:

OPERA* the =CO signal generator to-produce an a-c sine wave
'at a given frequency and voltage and observe-the sine wave with
the WO -33A or WO-33B oscilloscope. Ckserve propet safety
precautions.

or
..... -
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LESSON TOPIC 8.24.3. THE RCA WV-77E VACUUM-TUBE VCIMETER./

Estimated, contact hours all.otted lesson topic: learning center., 2. E hours.

%TERM:MT;OBJECTIVE

;.

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by lesson topics 8.24.1,
8.24.2, and 8.24.4.

. 4!tken the student ccmpletes this course, he will be able to;

24.0. Use the EI03 377 signal generator to generate sine waves at
various frequencies and amplitudes, while monitoring the waves
with the W)-33A or WO-338 oscilloscope and measuring the values
with the WV-77E vacuum-tube voltmeter (WTYM). Standard is
within the tolerance of the meter.

24:1.1.. IDENTIFY the principal advantage of using the MN, rather than
the MI, by selecting a statement. Standard is 100 percent.

24.1.2. IDENTIFY the functions of the controls and terminals of the
W% -77E by selecting statements. Standard is 100 percent.

24.1.3. IDENTIFY the section of the scale on the WV -77E that should be
used for the most accurate voltage readout by selecting the
correct pointer position on an illustration. Standard is

100 percent.

24.1.4: IDENTIFY the section of the scale on the WV-77E that should be
used for the most accurate resistance readout by. selecting the
correct pointer position on an illustration.. Standard is

100 percent.

24.1.5. MLIBPAIS the WV-,77E VTVM, given specific instructions.
Standard is 100 percent.

24.2.3. USE the IA WO-33A or WO-3313 oscilloscope to observe and
measure periodic a-c waveforms, while observing{ proper safety
precautions.
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LESSON TOPIC 8.24.4. USE OF A-C ITSP-ECUITENP.

Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: ,le;zrning center, 2.6 hours.

TEL 0Et3ECrIVE

Supported partially by this lesson "..opic and by lesson topics 8.24.1,
8.24.2, .and 8.24.3.

When the student oarpletes this course, he will be able to:

24.0. Use. the BIM 377 signal generator to generate sine waves at
various frecpencies and amplitudes, while monitoring t-he waves
with the ;100-33A or WO-33B oscilloscope and measuring the values
with the WV -77E vacuura-tube voltueter (Vvm) Standard is within
the 'tolerance of the teeter.

1
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Lsa TOPIC 8.25.2. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF SDIE WAVE VALUES.

Estimated contact hours al:otter: "...esson topic: learning center, 2.0 hours.

IMEINAL OWECIIVE

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by lesson topic 8.25.1.

When the student completes this cairse, he will be able to:
),

25.0. Compare the a-c peak-to-peak, voltage of a sine wave measured

with the WO-33A or TO-33B oscilloscope with the a-c effective

voltage of a sine wave measured with the WV-77E vacuum-tube

voltmeter and record the values. Accuracy must be within 10 percent

of the indicated values.
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ti:OULS 9.0. INTRODUCTION TO INDUCTORS.

Estimated contact hours allotted this-module: Learning center 2.0 hours.

TEriCnaLOECECTICX

Supported entirely by this nodule.

fl

%hen the student conpletes this course, he will be able to:

26.0. Determine the effects on inductive reactance and Circuit current
when the inductance and the applied frequency are varied, given

a schematic diagram and calipmwttyulues, by selecting a table.

Standard is 100 percent.
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LESSON TOPIC 9.26.1.. INDUCTORS:

Estimated contact hours alotted'iesson topic: lea...rang center, 0.6 P.our.

SMMDIALOSTECTIVE

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by lesson topics 9.26.2,

9.26.3, and 9.26.4. .

Men the student completes this course, he will be able to:

26.0. Determine the effects on inductive reactance and circuit current
when the inductance rd the applied frequency are varied, given
.a schematic diagram and cxacxnent values, by selecting a table.

Standard is 100 percent.

EMBLING OBJECITVES

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

26.1.1. DEFINE an inductor interns of its physical construction by
selecting a statement. Standard is 100 percent.

26.1.3. IDENTIFY the unit of measurement of inductance by selecting

the unit. Standard is 100 percent.

26.1.2. IDENTIFY the schematic symbol for an air-core inductor by
selecting the spool. Standard is 100 rercenb.

26.1. DEBERMINE the effects on inductance of varying each of the
physical factors of an inductor (number of turns, cross-
sectional area, and spacing of the coil) by selecting statements.

Standard is 100 percent.
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LESSW TOPIC 1.26.2. SOLVLNG FOR IMMJCIA=E IN CIRCUITS.

Irtvilasted contact halos a-lotted lesson topic: Zearning center', 0. hour.

TiataNAL

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by lesson topics 9.26.1.

9.26.3, and 9.26.4.

When the student completes this course, he will be able to:

26.0. Determine the effects on inductive reactance and circuit
current when the inductance and the applied frequency are
varied, given a schematic diagram and component valuess, by

selecting a table. Standard is 100 percent.

DIMLING OBJECITVES

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

40,

4

When the student ccmletes this lesson topioi he will be at -? to:

26.2.1. IDENTIFY the formula used to solVe for total inductance when
two or more inductors are connected in series, by selecting

the correct formula. Standard is 100 percent.

26.2.2. IDENTIFY the formulas used to solve for total indpctance when
two or more inductors are connected in parallel, by selecting

the correct formula. Standard is 100 percent.

26.2.1.1. SOLVE for the total inductance of three inductors connected
in series, given a schematic diagram and component values.
Standard is 100 percent.

26.2.2.1. SOLVE for the total inductance of three inductors connected in

parallel, given a schematic diagram and component values.

Standard is 100 percent.
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SOLVE for the total'inductanoe in a circuit haVing one
inductor in series with two inductors in parallel, given a

schematic diagram and component values. Standard is 100 ,

percent.

26.2. COMPUTE total inductance of series-connected, parallel-

connected, and series-parallel-connected inductors, given

schematic diagrams and component values. Standard is 100

percent.
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LESSCti TOPIC 9.26.3. THE ,RELATIONSIDT OF VOLTAGE E-AND CURRtIr IN
INDUCTIE-REACrIVE A-C CIRCUITS.

Estimated contact hours allotted 'lessor topic: learning center, 0.5 hour.

TERNUKAL OILIECIVE

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by lesson topic 9.2'6.1,

9'.26.2, and 9.26.4.

limn the student crxrpletes this course, he will be able to:

26.0. Determine the effects on inductive reactance and circuit current
when the inductance end the applied frequency are varied, given
a schematic diagram and canponent values, by selecting a table.

Standard is 100 percent.

EMIL= OBJECTIVES

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

When the student crxrpletes this lesson topic, he will be to:

26.4.1. DEFINE true power, reactive power, and apparent power in an
inductive-reactive a-c circuit by selecting the correct

statements. Standard is 100 percent.

26.4. ,SEGECI1 a graph that correctly represents the phase relationr,hip

between current and voltage in an inductive circuit. Standard

is 100 percent.
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LESS CV TOPIC 9.26.4. INDUCTIVE REP.CTIVrD.

Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 0.5 hour.

TELNINAL OBJECTIVE

e

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by lesson topics 9.26.1,
9.26.2, and 9.26.3.

When the student carpletes this course, he will be able to:

-26.0. Determine the effects on inductivl reactance and circuit current
when the inductance and the applied frequency are varied, given
a schematic diagram and carp:rent values, by selecting a table.
Standard is 100 percent.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

When the student carpletes this lesson topic, he will be able to:

26.3.3.. DEFINE inductive reactance and its unit of rreasuretrent by

selecting staterrents. Standard is 100 percent.

26.3. SOLVE for inductive reactance, using the formula X1 = 2:tfL-

given a schematic diagram and capporent values. Standard is

3.00 percent.
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?MULE 10.0. TRANSFORMER IDENTIFICATION AND OPERMICII.

Estimated contact hours allotted this module:, learning center, 4.0 hours.

TERMINAL 037ECITVE

Supported entirely by this m:dule.

Teen the student canpletes this coarse, is will be able to:

O

27.0. Measure and record prinlaxy and secondary voltages and currents in
a transforner with loads of varirdus values in order to determine
the effects ot -load size on primary current. observe personal
safety precautions and follow proper equip rent protection
procedures. Standard is 100 percent.
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LESS: TOPIC 10.27.1. TRANSFORMER IDENTIFICATION AND OPERATION.
o

Esti:-.:1:ed contact hours cii.c77,ed lesson topic: Zearning center, 1.0 hour.

=X=

TERMENAL OBJECTIVE
.....
......
.... ...........ssos6.

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by lesson topics 10.27.2

and 1C.27.3.

.........

..
..
........

%hen the student completes tis course, he will be able to: -' . .

" ...

Alb

27.0. Measure and record primary and secondary voltages and currents
in a transfacmr with loads of various values in order to
determine the effects of load size on primary current:. Observe

personal safety precautions and follue proper equipment
protection procedures. Standard is 100 percent.

=EMIG OELIECTIVES

Sppparted entirely by this lesson topic.

When the student completes thds lesson topic, he will be able to:

27.6.3. MATCH transfomers with their schematic symbols. 'Standard is
100 percent.

27.6.4. DEFINithe different transformer core materials by matching the
types of cores with their applications. Standard is 100 percent.

27.7. IDENTIFY the factors that determine a transforme,.'s voltage-,

current-, and pmer-handling capabilities, al notching the
transformer capabilities with the factor(s) on which they depend.

Standard is 100 percent.

27.6. IDENMY the characteristics that make it possible for a
transformer to transfer power, by selecting statements.
Standard is 100 percent.
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'27.6.1. ICENITFY the factor that dauSeli inductior; to take place Jai a
tranaorirer, by selecting statertents. Standard is 100 percent.

27.6.2. smEcr, from a list, the fa Ors that affect the transfer of
energy in a transformer.
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Estimated contact hours.,4212.otted lesson topic: learning centex; 1.0 hour.
(..

Measure and record primary and secondary voltages and currents
in a transforner with loads of various values in order to
determine the effects of ioad size on primly curxent. 'Observe
personal safety uticns and follow proper equiimnent.

protection Standard is 100 percent.. r

When the student carpletes-this lesson topic, he will be able to:

E,
27.5.2. CALCULATE turns ratios, using the formuLs if = e.

s s

27.5.1. CATIXLATE the primary and secondary powers, using measured

values of current and voltage and the formula P = IE.

' ".7=
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LESSON TOPIC'10.27.3. OPERATIOIAL -ANALYSES/OF TRANSFORMERS.

Eetimated Ontact houry allOttedlesson.topio: learning center,;'2.0 hours.

1

Timm, cancrivz

Supported partially by this lesson topic and 35y lesson topics 10.27.1

and 10.27.2.

Mien the student mcapletes. th-s course, he will be able to:
4 -,- ''
V e

.
: 27.0. bkastre and record' primary and secondary voltages and currents.

4 in a transfoomer with loads or various values in order to,

deterredne the effects of load- size on primary current. Observe
l'-',,

'. personal safety precautions and follow proper eguiprent
4

protection procedures. Standard is 3.00 percent.
t.,..,
:',,,

1°
.

I1:." *iABL G CeINLlECVIM . t

1:-
: Supported entirely by,thisdesson -topic. .

Men the student ampietes this lesson topic, he will be able to:

27.2. and record the primary voltage, usinc: trultreter or a
in accordance with prescribed safety precautions. Observe

-safety precautions and follow proper equipment
rotection prooadures.-
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27.d/ MASURE and record .the secondary voltages, using the nultineter or

a VIVM. Observe personal safety precautions and follow proper
.equipment protection procedures.

27.3. NEMSUPE and record the primary current, using an installed

. current measurimq device. Observe persona safety precamtions

and follow proper eipiprent protection procedures.

27.5. ARE and' record the secondary currents, using iitstallecl

current Treasuring devices. Observe personal safety precautions
and folio's; proper equipravit prcYcection procedures.
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MODULE 11.0. 1311111CDUCIPICW TO CAPACTIVRS AND FC/RL TIME =MANI'S.

Estimated contact hours allotted .this module: learning center, 24.0 hours.

WROXIAL 0B3ECTIVE

Supported entirely by this Nodule.

I

When the student ccmpletes this course, he will be able to:

. ...
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i
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28.0. Determine the effects on capacitive reactance and circuit current
when capacitance and the applied frequency are varied, given a
schematic diagram and component values, by selecting :a table.
Standard is 100 percent.

29.0. Analyze an RC circuit during charge and discharge, by selecting
circuit Values. Standard is 100 percent.

30.0. Analyze an RL circuit during charge and discharge, by selecting
circuit values. Standard is 100 percent.
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LESSON TOPIC .11. 28.1. CAPACITOPS..

Estimated contact hours a/totted Lesson topic: learning center, 1.0 hour.

TERMINAL OEt3ECTIVE

Supported partially by this lesson. topic and by lesson topics 11.28.2,

11.28.3, and 11.28.4.

When the student completes this. course,' he will be able to:

28.0. Determine the effects on capacitive reactance and circuit current

when capacitance and the applied frequency are varied, given a

schematic diagram and component values, by selecting a table.

Standard is 100 percent.

MEL= OBJECTIVES

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

Menthe student completes this lesson topic, he will be abler

28.1.1. DEFINE a capacitor by selecting a statement. Standard is 100

percent.

28.1.2. IDERTIFY the edhematic symbol for a capacitor by selecting the

symbol. Standard is 100 percent.

28.5. =CM capacitor classifications by matching schematic .

symbols with their classifications. Standard is 100 peroent.

28.2.3. IDENTIFY the un.i.t of measurement of capacitance by selecting

the unit. Standard is 100 percent.

28.5.1. IDENTIFY the different types of =able capacitors by selecting

the types. Standard is 100 p bent.
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a

28.1. =ERMINE the effects on capacitance of varying each of the
physical factors of a capacitor (area of plates and type of
dielectric material), by selecting effects. Standard is 100

percent.

28.5.2. IDDITIFY a correctly installed electrolytic capacitor, given
schamatic diagram, by selecting the correct diagram. Standard

is 100 percent.

28 5 3. COMPARE the working volts d.c. of a capacitor, the a-c peak-to-
peak, and a-c effective, by selecting statements. Standard is

100 percent.

28.5.4. CALCULATE therainimmu safe value of ths d-c working voltage for
a capacitor, given a value of a-c voltage. Standard is 100

percent.
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men the studultamcaetes this course, he will be able to:

28.0. Determine the effects on capacitive reactance and circuit
current when capacitance and the applied frequency are varied,
given a schematic diagram and component values, by selecting a
table. Standard is 100 percent.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

Suppartedentirely by this lesson topic.

%ben the student completes this lessen topic, he will be able to:

28.2.1.

28.2.2.

28.2.2.1. SOLVE for 'total capacitance ,of three capacitors ccnnected in
.......

..

parallel, given a schematic diagram and component values.

Standard is 100 percent.



o

a

28.2. SOLVE for total capacitance of a circuit having one capacitor in

series with "No capacitors in parallel, given a schematic diagram

and canponent values. Standard is 100 percent.
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-LESSON TOPIC 11.28.3. THE RECATICNSHIP OF VOLTAGE, =RENT, AND POWER
IN THE A-C CAPACITIVE rimarn. .

Estimated contact hours alZ'tted lesson topic: learning center, 1.0 hour.

o

. . .

TEI3211NAL OB3ECTIVE

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by lesson topics 11.28.1,

11.28.2, and 11.28.4.

then the student caipletei this course, he will be able to:

28.0. Determine the effects on capacitive reactance and circuit =rent
when capacitance and the applied frequency are varied, given a

schematic diagram and ccepalent values, by selecting a table.

Standard is 100 percent.

ENABLING 037 'avEs

supported entirely by this lesson topic.

then the student completes this lesson topic, he will be ab: %. to:

28.4.1. DEFINE true power, reactive potoer, and apparent power in a

capacitive-reactive a-c cirw.it, by selecting the definitions.

Standard is 100 percent.

28.4. /DENT.Ln'Y the phase relationship of current, voltage, and pager
in a purely capacitive-reactive a-c c.ircuit, by selecting a

graph. Standard is 100 percent.
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LESS24 TOPIC 11.28.4. CAPACITIVE REACTANCE.

.77.smated contact hours charred lesson topic: learning center, 1.0 hour.

MMINAT OB.IECTNE

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by lesson topics 11.28.1,

11.28.2, and 11.28.3.

Wnen the student obmOletes this course, he will be able to:

28.0. Determine the <Affects on capacitive reactance and circuit
current when capacitance and the applied frequency are varied,

given a schematic diagramn-and comportenilvalues, by selecting

a table. Standard is 100 percent. !

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

*en t1 student completes this lesson topic, he will be able to:

28.3.1. DEFINE cape itive reactance and identify its it of measureMent

by sib -.drag corcect answers from given lists. Standard is

100 p

28.3. SOEVE for the capacitive reactance of a given capacitor, using

the formula Xc, = At, Standard is 100 percent.
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LESSON TOPIC.11.29.1. PC TIME coma.

Estimated contat hours allotted lesson topic: learning centAr, 5.0 hours.

TEREIMAL OB_IECTIVE

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

Mien the student carpltates this course, he will be able to:

29.0. Analyze an W circuit during charge and discharge, by selecting
circuit values. Standard is 100 percent.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

When the student airtp1etw. this lesson topic, Le will be able to
4

......

...
......

...... ~.

- 29.3.
,

29.4.

29.5.

29.2.

29.1.

DEISHINE PC tire constants by using the Universal Time Constant
Chart and selecting/the value of time constants. Standard is
100 percent.

DETERMINE the effect on the PC time of varying the value
of resistance, by selecting the effect. Standard is 100 percent.

DErEPICENE the effect on the IC time of varying the value
of capacitance, by selecting the effect. Standard ,s 100 percent.

ANALYZE the effect on an tc circuit of varying the values of
caiponents to change the PC tine, by selecting 'it values.

Standard is 100 percent.

DEMME the values of circuit current and resistor voltage in a
series RC circuit at a specific time, by selecting the values.
Standard iso 100 percent.
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LESSON TOPIC 11.36.i. RL TIME CONSTANT.

Esvimat(id contact hors allotted lesson topic: learning center, 4.0 hours.

TMENAL OBJECTIVE

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

When the student completes this course, htlwill be able to:

30.0. Analyze an RL circuit during charge and discharge, by selecting

circuit values. Standard is 100 percent.

EtsTABLING OBJECTIVES

Support -4 entirely by this lesson topic.

. "

When the student ccogetes this lesson topic, he will be able'to!

......

30.3. DETERMINE EL time constants, using the Universal Time Constant

Chart, by selecting the values. Standard is 100 percent.

30.4. DETERMLNE the effect on the FL time of varying the value

of resistance, by selecting the effect. Standard 1; 100 percent.

o

30.5. LETERMDIE the effect on the RL time of varying the value

of inductance, by selecting the'effect. StandSrd is 1.)0 percent.

30.2. ANALYZE the effect on an RL circuit of varying the circuit's

components to change the RL time, by selecting the value

of the time =stmt. Standard is 100 percent.

30.1. DETERMINE the values of circuit current and resistor voltage in a

series RL circuit at a specific time, by se1e7ting the vexes.

Standard is 100 percent.
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!Waif 12.0.. RL AND PC FILTERS.

"Estimated contact hours allotted this module: learning center, 10.0 hours.

Ti ZRICENAL OBJECTIVES $

Supported entirely by this 'nodule.

. .
Wnen the stulent completes this course* he will be able to: .

'31.0._,Perform vector cavatationse usind the sine, cosine* and tangent
funct: s of a right triangle whose sides represent reactance*
resistance, and inpedance and a right triangle who:ie sicbs represent
the voltage drop across the reactive cakuonente the resistor* and
the toV.al voltage 'dropped across the two omponents. standard is
100 percent. .

32.0. Perform An operational analysis of a series RC filter and a series
RL filter in order to detannine the effects that changes in the
reactive ca rp:cents have on the cutoff frequency, given
test circuits* a signal generabire and a VTVM. Observe personal
safety precautions and follow proper equipment protection procedures.
Standard is within the tolerance of /the test equipment.

1
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LESSCN TOPIC 12.31.1. VECTOR RELATICNSHIPS AND COMPUTATICNS.

Es714mated contact hours allotted lesson topic: lei_ Wing center, 3.0 hours.

1200,M4% NINE

Supp=ted entirely by this lesson topic.

Wen the student completes this osurse, he will be able to:

31.0. Perform vector computations, using the' sine, coiine, and tangent

functions of a right tam4W;whose sides represent reactance,,

Fesistance, and impedance and a right triangle whose sides

represent the voltage drop across the reactive component, the

resistor, and the total voltage dropped across the two ccuponents.

:Standard is 100 percent. A

ENABLING OBJECITV/Z

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

the-studgnt completes thiklesson topic, he will' be able to:

. .

31.10. IDENTIFY the vector that represents the resistive component, by

selecting a vector. SOndard is 100 percent.

J

31.8. IDENTIFY the vector that represents an inductive component, by

selecting a vector. Standard is 100 percent.

31.9. IDENTIFY the vector that represents a capacitive component, by

selecting a vector. Standard is 100 percept.

31.11. .IDENTIFY the vector that represents the resultant of reactive

and resistive carponents, by selecting a vector. Standard is .

100 peicent.
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31.3. Imam the leg Of a right triangle that represents the zipedance
or applied voltage, by sclecting from an illstration. Standard

is 100 percent.

A

31.5. DEFINE total oppositicn in an a-c circuit by selecting a
statement. Standard is 100 perce .c.

31.4. IDENTIFY Iva XL and are combined, ny selecting an illustration.

Standard is 100 percent.

31.6. 'DENT= the hypotenuse, and the adjacent and cicosite sides of

'a right triangle, by selecting from an illustration. Standard

is 100 percent.

31.6.1. SOLVE for'the sine of an angle, given the values of each side of

a triangle. Standard is 100 percent.
0

31.6.2. SOLVE for the cosine of an angle, given the values of each side

of a triangle. Standard.is 100 percent.

31.6.3. SOLVE for the tangent of an angle given the values of each side

of a triangle: Standard is 100 percent.

31.6.5. SOLVE for the phase angle in a reactive circuit, given a

reactive circuit with values. Standard is 100 percent.

31.6.6. =ERMINE the power factor in a series RLC circuit by completing

the statement. Standard is 100 percent.

....... .. ....... . . ..
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Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning ceer:, 2.5 hours.

When the student completes this Course; he be able to:

ADerfolanzutoperational analysis of a series EC. filter and A
serfes EL filter in order to determine the effects that changes
in the reactive =moments have oh the cutoff frequency, given
test circuits, a sicpagenerator, and a VIM. observe
personal safety precautions and follow proper.eguipment
protection procedures. Standardis'within the tolerance of

the tst equipment.

32.2.3. "SELECT, from
pass ,filter.

32.2.2. SELECT, from
pass filter.

32.2.12. SOLVE for the cutoff frequency of a series RC filteri
the values; of resistance and capacitance. Standard is
100 percent.



32.2.4. DETERMINE the conditions' in a series RC- circuit when the
applied frequency is increased and all other circuit values
remain'the same. Given malues of frequency, capacitance,
resistandd, and voltage,, select a table that indicates the
correct conditions. standard is 100.percent.

32.2.5. DETERMINE the conditions in a!sOries RC circuit when the
applied frequency is decreadeeand all other circuit values
remain the same. Given values' of frequency, capacitance.
resistance, and voltage,'selecta table that indicates the
correct condition& Standard is 100 percent.

32.2.6. DETERMINE the conditions in a series RC circuit when the
applied voltageis inoreased and all other circuit,values
remain the same. Giiien values of frequency, capacitance,

and voltage, select-a table that indicates the correct

conditions. Standard is 100 percent.

'. 32.2.7. DETERMINE the conditions in a series RC circuit when the
applied.voltage is decreased and all other circuit values

remain the same. Given values of frequency, capacitance,
resistance, and voltage, select a table that indicates the
correct conditions. Standard is 100 percent.

32.2.3. DETERMINE'the conditions in a series RC circuit when the
capacitance is increased and all other circuit val. %s remain

the same. Given values of frequency, capacitance, resistance,
and voltage, select a table that indicates the correct

conditions. Standard is 100 percent.

32.2.9.

, .

DETERMINE the conditions in a series le circuit when the
capacitance is decreased and all other circuit values remain

the same. .Given values of frequency, capacitance, resistance,
and voltage, select a table that indicates the correct

conditions. Standard is 100 percent,

32.2.10. DETERMINE the conditions in a series RC circuit when the

I resistance is increased and all other circuit values remain

the same. Given values of frequency, capacitance, resistance,
and voltage, salecea.table that indicates the correct

conditions. Standard is 100 percent.
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32,2.11. EMEIVINE-the conditions in a series RC circuit when the
resistance is decreased and all other circuit values refrain
the sane. Given values of frequency* capacitance, resistance,
and voltage, select a table that indicates the correct

_ conditions. Standard is 100 percent.
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LESSON TOPIC' RL FILTER ACTION

Estimated contest hours allotted lesson tbpio: !earning center, 2.5 hours.

- TERM= OBIECVIVE

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by let.sorx topics 12.32.1

and 12.32.3. ,

%Alien the student =pietas this =arse* he will be able to:

32.0. Perform an operational analysis of a series RC filter and a
series P/.. filter in order to determine the effects that changes

in the reactive components have on the cutoff fregoency* given
test circuits, a signal generator, and a VTV14. Observe personal
safety precautions and follow proper equiprent protectio=n
procedures. Standard s within the tolerance of the test
equisent -

LING oancrivrs

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

Wien the student carpletes this murse* he will be able to:

32.4.2. SELECT, fran given diagrams, the schematic of a series RL
high-pass filter. Standard is 100 percent.

11,

32.4.3. SELECT* from given diagrams, the schematic of a series RL

low -pass filter. Standard is 100 percent.

32 4.1. DEMME haw filter action in a series RL circuit attenuates
and passes differedt frequencies* by selecting statements.

Standard is 100 percent.
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32:4.12. COMPUTE the cutoff frequency of a series RL filter, given the

values of resistance and inductance. Standard is 100

percent..

4.

32.4.4, DETERMINE the conditions in a series RL circuit when the applied
frequency is increased and all other circuit values remain the
same. Given values of frequency, inductance, resistance, and
voltage, select a table that indicates the correct conditions.
Standaid is 100 percent.

\
32.4.5. DETEXMINE the conditions in a series RL circuit when the applied

frequency is decreased and all other circuit values remain the
same. Given values of frequency, inductance, resistance, and
voltage, select a table that indicates the correct conditions.
Standard is 100 percent.

32.4.6. reammzNi the conditions in a aeries RL circuit when the applied
voltage is increased and all other circuit values remain the
same. Given values of frequency, inductance, resistance; and
voltage, select a table,that.indicates the correct conditions.
Standard is 100.percent.

32.4.7. DETERMINE the conditions in a series RL circuit when the applied
voltage is 'decreased and all other circuit values remain the
same. Given values of frequency, inductance, resistance, and
voltage, select a table that indicates the correct conditions.
Standard is 100'pdrcent.

32.4.8. DETERMINE the conditions in a series I circuit when the
inductance is increased and all other circuit values remain
the same. Given values of frequency, inductance, resistance,
and voltage, select a table that indicates the correct
conditions. Standard is,100 percent.

32.4.9. DETERMINE the conditions in a series RI, circuit when the
inductance is decreased and all other circuit values remain the
same. Given values of frequency, inductance, resistance, and
voltage, select a table that indicates the correct conditions.
Standard is 100 percent.

32.4.10. DETERMINE the conditions in a series RL circuit when the

resistance is increased and all other circuit values remain
the same. Given values of frequency, inductance, resistance,

and voltage, select a table that indicates the correct
conditions. Standard is 100 percent.

85



32.4.11. DES NE the conditions'in a series RI, Fircuit when the
resistance is decreased and all other dircuit values remain

the sane. Given values of frequency, inductance, resistance,
and voltage, select a table that indicates the correct

0 conditions. Standard is 100 percent.
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LESSON TOPIC 12.32.3. OPERATIONAL ANALYSES OF SERIES RC AND RL CIRCUITS. -

Estimated contact .hours allotted lesson topic :' learning denier, 4.0 hours.

TIMMALOBJECrIVE
1

V

Supported partially by this lessor: topic and by lesson topics 12.32.1
and 12.32.2.

.

,

%en the student oorapletes this course, he will be able to:

32.0. Perform an operational analysis ofa series RC filter and a series
Rle filter in order tadatenTine the effects that changes in the
reactive components have on the cutoff frequency, given test
circuits, a signhl generator, and at/TIAL Observe personal safety
precautions and follow proper equiptrent proteq04r. procedures.
Standard is within the tolerance of the test equipment.
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MODULE 13;0. SERIES RESONANT.CIkUITS

4'

Estimated' contact hours allotted this module: learning centers 4.5,hours.

TERMINAL CEOECTIVE

Supported entirely by this nodule.

When the student =pates this.course, he will be-abie to:

33.0. Measure total current in a series RLC circuit in order to

detenmine then the circuit is at, above, and below resonance, and

calculate and d XL at the measured frequencies, given the N.E.A.T.,

device 6, a signal generator, a nultimeter, a N.ITN404 and the

necessary instructions. Observe safety precautions and

proper equipment protection prooalures. Standard is

100 percent.
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IESSi4.110P/c 13.33.1. SERIES RIC CIRCUITS AT.RESCNANCE.

.

Eszimazed.contact hours allotted lesson topic: /earning center, 1.0 hour.

'IMMINAL OBBrrIVE

St?grted partially 's lesson topic and by lesson topics 13.33.2.
. and 13.33.3.

When the sbadent.;40;aetes this course, he will be able,to:
O

.
33.0.. Measure total current in a series RLC circuit in order to

determine when the circuit is at, above, amid be resonance,

and calculate Xe and XL at the measured frequencies, given the

1LE.A.T., device 6, a signal generator, a multimeter, a VTVA,

and the necessary instructions. Observe personal safety

precautions and follow proper equipient protection procdures.

Standard is 100 percent.
4

A
4

EMMA= cebEcrivrs

Sum/rte.-al entirely by this lesson topic.

When.the student completes this lesson topic, he will be able to.:

33.1.4. DEFINE the resonant frequency of a series MC circui by
Selecting a statement. Standard is 100 percent.

33:1.6. 'IDENTIFY the effect on total impedanc, of varying the frequency
of a series RLO circuit to slightly above or slightly below , -1

resonance by selecting statements. Standard is 100 percent.

33.1.7, DESCRIBE the current .in a series RTC circuit at its resonani:

frequency by selecting statements. Standard is 100 percent.
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33.2. SOLVE for true power, in a series RIC circuit. Standard is
100 percent.



. t

_ .
ilassas; TOPIC 13.33.2. VARIATiCHAL ANALYSES OF RESCEANT SERIES RLC

CIRCUITS.

EStimawd contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 1.0 hour.

TEL OBJECTIVE

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by lesson topics 13.33.1
and 13.33.3.

When th.c stlident completes-this course,' he will be able to:

33.0: Measure total current in a series RIC circuit in order to

determineithen the circuit is at, above, and below resonance,

and calculate and XL, at the measured frequencies, given the

1N.E.A.T., device 6, .a signal generator,S.multimeter, aLVSVM,

and the necessary instructions. Observe personal safety

`precautions and follow proper equipmmtpattection procedures.

Standard is 100 percent.

EaV&ING OBJECTIVES

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

When the student as pletes this lesson topic, he able
_

33.1.1. BETE M= the moditions in a resonant series RIC circuit when -
the applied frequency is varied. Given a schematic and the

. values ceftequency, voltage, anicaccnents, select fro a
table the'conditions that occur when fre -lency is varied.

Standard is 100 percent.

33.1.3. DETERMINE the conditions in a resonant series R1.0 circuit Olen

the inductance is varied. Given a schematic and the values of

frequency, voltage, and the cavonentb, select from a table
the conditions that occur when inductance is varied. Standard
is 100 percerit.
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33.1.2: DETERMINE the conditions in a resonant series RUC circuit when
the capacitance is varied Given a schematic and ihe values
of frequency, voltage, and ccopcnents, select fran a table the
conditions that occiirwhen capacitance is varied. Standard is
10D percent. t4000

33.1.5. DE II the effects on voltage theasured across the reactive
conponents of a series RW circuit at resonance by selecting
statements. Standard is 100 percent. 4
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LESSC$ TOPIC 3.3.33.3. OPERATIONAL mresLysis OF THE REsoNAtni SERIES .. .
RIC CIRWIT. ;

EStimate.e contact hours alotr4d lesson topic; learning center, 2.5 Ilcurs.
.. - ...0

TERMINAL OLTECTNE
..,

Supported par"ially by this lesson topic and by lesson topics 13.33.1

!.

Men the sbadent ocnvoletes this course, he will be able to

33.0. Measure total current in a series RTC circuit in order to

VTVM, and the necessary instructions. Observe personal safety'

the N.E.A.T., device- 6, a signal generator, a multineter,/ a

determine when the circuit is at, above, and below resonance,

and. caleulate XL and Xe at the measured frequencies, given
4

:.......

:....:.......:-.....,..;.....

,..,......-

...

and 13.33.2

i-:

precautions and follow proper equipment protection.prooedures.
..".

Standard is 100percent:1i.
_

! .....

. ...... ...
: . .... r .

..:...r.,.MX= OBJECTIVES

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

Olen the student ccirpletes .this lesson topic, he will be able to:

33.3. MEASURE total current in .a series RIC circuit in order to

determine when the circuit is at, above, and below resonance,

given the N.E.A.T., device 6, a signal generator, a multineter,

a VIVM, and the necessary instructions. Standard is 100 percent.

33.3.1. CAICIT:AIE XL and Xc at the measured freciuencies. Standard is
Within limits of equipment.
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HOWLE 14.0. PAPAL= REACTIVE CIRCt3TTS.

Estimated contact hours aiiotted this module: learning center, 5.5 hogs.

.TER1431aL OELTECTIVE

Supportedrted entirely 'by this module.

When the student completes this course, he will be able to:

AA
34.0. Measure total and brand?) currents in a parallel MC circuit in

order to deteunine when the circuit is at, above, and below

resonance, and calculate Xi, and )46 at the measured fr quencies

given the N.E.A.T., device 8, a signal generator, a icultineter, a
VINV4 and the necessary instructions. Observe personate safety

precautions amd,ballocproper equipment protection proceduxes.

Standard. is 100. percent.
4.
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LESSON TOPIC 14.34.1. TIM PARALLEL, Rt. CIRCUIT.

TE

0

Estimated contact how's a:lotted tes.7n topic: learning center, 0.5 hour.

TEL OBJECTIVE

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by lesson topics 14.34.2,
14,34.3, 14.34.4, and 14.34.5.

Menthe student ccapletes this course, he be able to:

........

....

.......

......

. ........

... ........

34.0. Measure total and branch currents in a. parallel RLC circuit
---= '

in order to determine when t1 circuit is at, above, and below
"1

..:..... '

resonance, and calculate X.I., and Xc at the measured.freguencies,
-

..... :::::,

...,
given the ICE.XT., device 8, a signal generator, a multimeter,

. ..... ,
$

.....,
aTTVM, and the necessary-instructions. Observe personal

safety precautions and follow proper eguipment.protection

procedures. Standard is 100 percent.

Erintar ciamernE.i

Sypported entirely by this lesson topic.
A

4

when the student cailetes this lesson topic, he will be able to:

34.4.4. DETERMINE the effects in a parallel RL circuit of a variation
in applied voltage. Given a schematic diagram and circuit
values, select a table that indicates the correct conditions.
Standard is 100 percent:

34.4.2: DETERMINE the effects in a parallel RL ciratit of a variation

in resistance. Given a schematic diagram and circuit values
select a table, that indicates the correct conditions. Stand;rd

is 100 percent.
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34.4.3. =MINE the effects in.a parallel circuit of a variation
in inductance. Given a schematic diagram and circuit values,
select.a table that indicates the correct conditions.

34.4.1. WIERMINE the effects in a arallel circuit of a variation
in frequency. Given a schematic diagram and circuit values,
select a table that indicates the correct conditions. Standard
is 100 percent.
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LESSON TOPIC 14.34.2. THE PARALLEL RC ciRcurr.

Estimated coneact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, O. hour.

TEM/11611. OBJECITVES

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by lesson topics 14.34.1.
14.34.3, 14.34.4, and 14.34.5. -

When the student completes this courseo'he will be able to:

34.0. Measure total and branch currents, in a par. ,lel-RLC c5 rcuit in

order to determine when the circuit is-at, above, and below

resonance, and.calculate Xi:and Xc at the meagured frequencies,

given the N.E.A.T., device 8, a signal generator, a multimeter,

a VTVM, and the necessary instructions. Observe peLoonal

safety precautions and follow proper equipment protection

procedures. Standard is 100 percent.

MEL= OBJECTIVES

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.

When the student carpletes this lesson topic, he will be able to:

34.3.4. DETERMINE the effects in.:a parallel RC circuit of a variation
in applied voltage. Given a schematic diagram and circuit
values, select a table that indicates the cdrrect conditions.
Standerd is 100 percent.

34.3.2. DETERMINE the effects in a parallel RC circuit of a variation
- in resistance. 'Given a schematic diagram and circuit values

select a table that indicates the correct conditions. Standard

100 percent.
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rElte4iNE the effects in a parallel RC circuit-of a variation
in capacitance. Given a schematic diagram and circuit values,
select a table that indicates the correct conditions. Standard
is 100 percent.

34.3.1. DEIERMENE the effects in a ,parallel IC circuit of a variation
in frequency. Given a schematic diagram and circuit values,
select a table that' indicates the correct conc3itions. %Standard
is 100 percent.
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LESSON TOPIC 14.34.3. T! PARALLEL RESONANT CIRCUIT.

Estimated contact hours allotted lesson topic; learning center, 0.5 hour.

TEIGLINAL OBJECTIVES

Supported partially by this lesson topic and by lesson topics 14.34.1,
14.34.2, 14.34.4, and 14.34.5.

When the student completes this course, he will be able to:

34.0. Measure total and branch currents in a parallel PLC circuit in

order to determine when the circuit is at, above, and below

resonance, and calculate XL anXc at the measured frequencies,

given the WE.A.T., device 8, a signal generator, a trultimeter,

a VTVM, and the necessary instructiare--.Mserve personal

safety precautions and follow proper equipment protection

procedures. Standard is 100 percent,.

PAWLING 083ECTIVES

suppoicted
entirely by this lesson topic.

'When the student ccnpletes this lesson topic, he will be able to:

34.2. DEFINE the natural resonant frequency of an ideal parallel IC'
circuit by selecting the definition. Standard is 100 percent.

34.2.1. IDENiIPY the impedake of a paralle'LC-circuiLat,resonance in
reference to the circuit and to the tank, by selecting statements.
Standard is 100 percent.

34.2.2. IDENTIFY the impedance of a parallel IC circuit above and below
its resonant frequency, by selecting statements. Standaro is

100 percent.
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34.2.3. DETERMW the current in a parallel LC circuit at its .

resonant f=requency, by selecting statements. Standard is
100 percent.



.

LSESON:TOPIC 14.34.4. VARIATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE PARALLEL REMANr
OftICUlT.

Es.timazed contact hours allotted lesson topic: learning center, 2.0 hours.

liTatthikt, OBJECTIVES

Supported,partially'by this lesson topic and by'letton topics 14.34.1,
14.34.2, 14.34.3,:and 14.34.5.

When the student completes this course, he will a able to:

. 'LT:::

...

r .. ......

..... .

'34.0.. Measure total and branch currents in a parallel RIZ circuit #
. ..... 04

order to determine when the circuit is at, above, and bilao ....

resonance, calculate XL and Xc attOerseasura4-frequencies

given the N. A.T. , device 8, a signal generator, amil.thmmunr,

a VTVM, and the necessary nstructions. Observe personal .

safety precautions and follow proper equipment-protection ........

procedures. Standard is 100-percent.

MEILING OBJECTIVES

Supported entirely by this lesson topic.
lr

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be able to:

34.1.1. DETERMINE the conditions in a parallel resonant LC circuit when
the applied frequency is varied. Givelii`a schematic and the

values of frequency, voltage, and the components, select a
table that indicates the correct conditions. Standard is.

100 percent.

34.1.2. DETEEMINE the conditions in a parallel resonant LC circuit when
the capacitance is varied. Given a schematic and the values of
frequency, voltage, and the components, select a table that
indicates the correct conditions. Standard is 100 percent.
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34.1.3. COMMIS the conditioni in a parallel, resonant LC. circuit when
'the inductance is varied. Given a schematic andlhavmaues of
frequenFy, voltage, and the components, 'select a table that
indicates the correct conditions. Standard is 100 per-nt.
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. LESSON Tang 14.34.5. OPERATMXIAL ANMLYSIS OF THE: PARNUM, RESCMIT
=UT

Estimated contact hOuTiS anotted lesson topic: learning anter, 2.0 hours.

TEmimm osircrivEs

Supported partially by this lesson and by lesson topics 14.34.1, 14.34.2,
14.34:3, and 14.34.4.

, -

When the Student completes this course, he will be Able ta:

34.0. Measure total and branch currentsin a parallel PLC Circuit in

order to.determine(uten.the circuit is at, abovevand below

-resonance, and calculate XL and Xc at the measured frequencies,

given the N.E.A.T., device.S, a signal generator, a multirreter,

AVM% and the necessary instructions.. Observe personal

safety precautions ankfollagproper equipment protection
. 7

procedures. Standard is 100 percent.

ENABLING OB3ECTIVF.3

Supported entirely-by this lesson topic:

When the student completes this lesson topic, he will be able to

34.5. .MEASUPE total and b.i.lnch currents in.a parallel PLC circuit in
order to determine when the circuit is at, above, and below
resonance, given. the N.E.A.T., device 8, a signalgenerator, a
multimeter, a VTVM, and the necessary instructions. Standard is
100 percent.

CALCULATE XL andXc at themeasuredfrequencies. Standard is

100 percent.
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ANL= II ECUIPMENT

TYPe
DP_sicinator

. {AvnTier}

269-5F

9333A. and B

ANAJSM-34
WV-77B ,

kico 3.77

Smite
o

Sureite
KO 950-

Italenclature

Noun nos

. Federal Quantity ter
'Stock Natter Regiired ItemCost

FM or manufac-
turer's part'
number if no
FSN assigned

iMultireter 466625-135-9939 560 $1.8.00

OsciLloscoce 0;en purchase 295 158.70
O

r
Vacuum-the volt 6625-643-1769 465

Signal generator Open 'purchase 495 . 70.00

Basic Voltrreter Open 110 10.00

Basic ammeter oPen . 75 10.00
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ANNEX II - TRAINING AIDS

.

0

NoxenClature

Device
Designator Quantity

Federal Stock Nuaber Number Required,

AS LISTED IN INDEX 19 DIRECTOR( OF NAVAL TAMING DEVICES
COGNIZANCE SYMBCIL "2 0"

Tal:e PlaYex

Microfiche

Projector, Besseler
Static Motion

° Headbets, Telex
for Nore.ko 2200.

Projector, Supentatic
60, w7sound

TfiPegallYex.

Headsets for
VCM 752/AV

e

a

Q

,

O

-,.

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

VCM 752/AV 186

Vantage I 275

Hodak 108

Model 610-1
6000 . 300

Kodak
Gbg 20-4G70

Norelco 2200

PAD
Mx -250 !AIC

109 '123
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' ANNEX - TRAINING AIDS.ECITIPMENT.-

Device
. , Designator Quantity
Wounclattue Federal Stock Number punter Required

AS =TED m DOM 10 DIRECTORY OF NAVAL TRAINING DEVICES.

CCMIZANCE SYMBOL "2 0"I
.

N.E.A.T.'1):3wer Contract .inzaber
transfer panel' 9 N00123-69-C-1413 6B17/9 100

Resistor
tout , Local ninnafacturer 95 ,

Vector hoard I ai manufactuter 150

N.E.A.T. ,

(noctified) .6910-06-643-1151 6E17 3,75
"

N.E.A.T. 5
(modified) 6910-00-943-1154 . 61317 100

6 6910.:00,443-11.6- 6B17-6 100

N.E.A.T. 8 6910-00-943-1158 . 6E17-8 100
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